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NEW QUESTION: 1
Siehe Ausstellung.
Welches Ergebnis wird erwartet, wenn PC_A Daten an PC_B sendet?
A. The switch rewrites the source and destination MAC addresses
with its own.
B. The source and destination MAC addresses remain the same.
C. The source MAC address is changed.
D. The destination MAC address is replaced with ffff.ffff.ffff.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Several files servers are configured in an iSCSI storage area
network (SAN). The servers have been configured to use RADIUS
and IPSec with the Microsoft iSCSI Initiator properties page.
However, clients are unable to connect to any of the servers in
the iSCSI SAN. What's the likely reason?
A. Inbound and Outbound rules have not been configured on
firewalls.
B. RADIUS cannot be used with IPSec.
C. CHAP must be enabled with IPSec.
D. A GPO must also be configured.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an Azure subscription named Subscription1 that
contains the resource groups shown in the following table.
In RG1, you create a virtual machine named VM1 in the East Asia
location.
You plan to create a virtual network named VNET1.
You need to create VNET1, and then connect VM1 to VNET1.
What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? Each correct
answer presents a complete solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. Create VNET1 in a new resource group in the West US
location, and then set West US as the location.
B. Create VNET1 in RG1, and then set East Asia as the location.
C. Create VNET1 in RG2, and then set East US as the location.
D. Create VNET1 in RG1, and then set East US as the location.
E. Create VNET1 in RG2, and then set East Asia as the location.
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
wsadmin -connType RMI -f doUpdate.py
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: A
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D
C
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